ITEM | DESCRIPTION | QTY | Spare P/N
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | PLASTIC BASE ASSEMBLY | 1 | 71508
2 | CLIP | 1 | 71509
3 | PLASTIC INSERT | 1 |
4 | RUBBER PAD | 1 | 87010
5 | ¼” – 20 X 1.50” TRUSS HEAD BOLT | 2 |
6 | ¼” – 20 NYLOCK NUT | 2 |
7 | MIRROR ASSEMBLY | 1 |
8 | 10mm LOCK WASHER | 1 |
9 | 10mm NUT | 1 |

**MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Attach the mirror assembly to the Plastic Spline using the lock washer and nut.
2. Next, position the mirror at the location or your choice. Mark that spot.
3. Place the Nylock Nuts into the Hex cut outs on the Base Assembly and set aside within reach. Be sure your Main Base Assembly is also within reach.
4. Wrap the Rubber Attachment Pad around the rack or handle bar.
5. Take the Base Assembly with the Nuts already inserted and hold the rubber pad.
6. Next, take the Main Base Assembly and place on the other side of the tubing.
7. Place the Truss Head Bolts supplied through the main Base Assembly and into the Nylock Nuts, being careful not to push the nuts out. Use your finger to cover the nut to prevent it from falling out.
8. Now, tighten the Base Assembly together, making sure that you tighten the hardware equally.
9. Place the Mirror into the Base Assembly. Secure by sliding the Clip through the slot until you hear it snap into place.

Note: DO NOT over tighten the hardware.

NOTE: Fine adjustment can be achieved by loosening the jam nut on the rod of the mirror and swiveling the mirror to desired location and retightening the jam nut.